
DateName Class

Color spheres blue, prisms yellow, cylinders red, cones orange and pyramids purple.

Liters are used to measure liquids. L is a short way of writing liter.

1 L means 1 liter 2 L means __________ _____ means 4 liters

0.5 L means _____________________ 1.5 L means _____________________

Look at labels on four different bottles. How many liters does each one hold?
Draw each bottle and write the volume of liquid that is shown on the label.

Is it necessary for people to use the same units to measure volume? ______

Why? What would happen if they used different units? 

Liquids are measured using gallons or liters. 

Color the items that are measured in gallons or liters blue.

Milk

Lemonade

Water

Soda

Ribbon

Oil

Carpet

Juice

Sugar

Paint

Rice

Glue

Gas

Vinegar

Wine

Volume means the
amount of space
taken up by an object.

Capacity means how
much a container 
can hold.
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ANSWER KEY

Color spheres blue, prisms yellow, cylinders red, cones orange and pyramids purple.

Liters are used to measure liquids. L is a short way of writing liter.

1 L means 1 liter 2 L means __________ _____ means 4 liters

0.5 L means _____________________ 1.5 L means _____________________

Look at labels on four different bottles. How many liters does each one hold?
Draw each bottle and write the volume of liquid that is shown on the label.

Is it necessary for people to use the same units to measure volume? ______

Why? What would happen if they used different units? 

Liquids are measured using gallons or liters. 

Color the items that are measured in gallons or liters blue.

Milk

Lemonade

Water

Soda

Ribbon

Oil

Carpet

Juice

Sugar

Paint

Rice

Glue

Gas

Vinegar

Wine

Volume means the
amount of space
taken up by an object.

Capacity means how
much a container 
can hold.

2 liters

Yes

0.5 liters

People couldn't figure out or 

compare the contents. 

1.5 liters

4 L
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